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president’s message

Community colleges have come to represent our
country’s single-most powerful mechanism for assuming
access to economic opportunity. By strengthening these
institutions, the fabric of our democracy can be protected
for generations to come.
The leadership of each community college faces the
daunting challenge of developing a comprehensive
institutional strategic planning process that is responsive
to the short-term and mid-term educational needs of
our local communities. Such a plan must embrace and
muster all resources available to promote the success of
community college goals.
There are now three documents that comprise San
Diego City College’s Institutional Strategic Master Plan:
the San Diego City College Educational Master Plan,
the Facilities Master Plan, and the 2004 Accreditation
Self Study report. They represent our effort to establish a
comprehensive framework for meeting our community’s
needs. These documents represent our evaluation of and
professional judgments regarding the current needs of
the community we serve, our strategies for responding
to these needs, and the mechanisms and timetables by
which we will evaluate our performance.
The pages that follow contain the San Diego City College
Facilities Master Plan. I am very proud of the broadbased campus participation, and all the hard work
contributed by the faculty / staff, students, and greater
community. As we approach our 100th year of service
to the community, San Diego City College is well-guided
by this Facilities Master Plan. The ambitious vision is
supported by a sound framework for implementation,
and it sets San Diego City College on a trajectory toward
becoming a model for excellence among our nation’s
best community colleges.

Sincerely,
Terrence J. Burgess
President
San Diego City College
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executive summary

“Education is the ability
to perceive the hidden
connections between
phenomena.”

— Vaclav Havel

The 2005 San Diego City College Facilities Master Plan is
the result of many who share a common vision: “San Diego
City College as a vital center of activity and educational
excellence seamlessly connected to the vibrant fabric of
downtown San Diego”. Current stakeholders of San Diego
City College, the San Diego Community College District,
the San Diego Centre City Development Corporation, local
development groups and inhabitants of the City of San Diego
have provided valuable input and insight to the master plan
team and authoring of the Facilities Master Plan.
The purpose of the Facilities Master Plan is to envision City
College as a “Unified Campus”, where diverse educational
activities and social interactions take place in a cohesive
environment. Acknowledgement of the “Unified Campus”
will be defined by creating a network of “academic
neighborhoods” and pedestrian pathways and open
spaces, achieved concurrently through systematic phases of
development implementation. Gradual reorganization and
relocation of several existing campus facilities and academic
programs are anticipated to facilitate maturation of the
campus internally and merge the campus externally with the
rapidly growing surrounding city.

Challenges for the master plan team have been clear:
Outline the common vision and purpose for San Diego City
College by creating a master plan that fosters a cohesive,
safe and welcoming environment for a growing full time and
part time student population; and strategize a development
plan where students, faculty and staff may engage daily in
healthy academic discourse with minimal disturbance or
interruption from redevelopment or construction. The result
is the 2005 Facilities Master Plan, a document that describes
current status of the campus, summarizes needs and goals for
the City College community and outlines an implementation
strategy to satisfy needs and accomplish goals in a practical
manner.

Bases for the development and implementation of the
Facilities Master Plan are outlined by the “Guiding Principles”
authored by current primary stakeholders of San Diego City
College. These “Guiding Principles” have outlined goals and
priorities, and implementation sensitivities to be shared by
all future stakeholders, to guarantee a campus welcoming
to visit, enjoyable to utilize, safe for all and a vital part of
the city.
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The master plan document, comprehensive and complete, is
envisioned as a “work in progress”. Though clearly outlining
needs and goals, and outlining a roadmap for strategic
campus development, the authors anticipate need for
adjustment and flexibility as campus needs change over time,
influences of the surrounding community evolve or priorities
are reconsidered. This strategy of “work in progress” will
provide a strong foundation for planned campus growth as
envisioned now, but respects input from future partnerships
yet to be forged and opportunities yet to be recognized.
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introduction

The primary purpose of the 2005 Facilities Master Plan is
to update and document San Diego City College’s facilities
needs and projected growth in order to achieve the following
objectives:
•	Address updated building code and accessibility
requirements.
•	Identify, repair, remodel or replace existing facilities that
do not meet educational or infrastructural necessity.
•	Outline academic master plan objectives with regard
to program growth, future program opportunities and
student population growth patterns.
•	Assess and document non-academic program needs
to be implemented as a part of San Diego City
College’s over all master plan growth and development
implementation strategy.
Background
City College has been operating with a Facilities Master Plan
published in 1989. The master plan, though thorough, was
in need of modification due to adjusted strategies attributed
to growth patterns of City College and the City of San Diego,
strategic adjustments to academic direction and updated
visions for development of City College as a vital component
of San Diego’s rapidly changing urban culture.
Proposition S, a local bond measure funding improvements
to Community Colleges across the state, passed in 1998.
Through this, The San Diego Community College District,
including City College, was identified to receive funding
for campus upgrades and future project development. City
College, working with the Community College District began
a process of evaluating existing academic and physical
conditions, and validating a series of “guiding principles”
that would in effect establish priorities for all future
development.
In spring, 2004, City College and the Community College
District engaged a master plan team, spearheaded by the
Carrier Johnson architectural firm, to work in collaboration
with City College and the Community College District in
creating an updated vision for the campus and strategies to
initiate implementation.
Through the balance of 2004, City College, the Community
College District and the Carrier Johnson team engaged
in a series of scheduled tasks to evaluate, prioritize and
document existing conditions, strategies for upgrades and
plans for managed growth and commensurate development.
The result is the 2005 Facilities Master Plan, in which the
collective team has identified upgrades and development
as a series of “development phases”, establishing an over
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all plan based upon funding allocation, academic priority,
infrastructure improvement and connectivity to San Diego’s
downtown core.
The campus vision for the future includes 25,000 students
enrolled, which is nearly double the current enrollment.
Subsequently the parking will need to be tripled to
accommodate this growth.
Guiding Principles
The vision outlined in the 2005 Facilities Master Plan for
the San Diego City College campus anticipates a total
student population of 25,000 enrolled, nearly double
current enrollment, and faculty and staff commensurate
for maintenance of academic integrity and excellence.
Concurrent with population growth, campus facilities are
expected to experience significant growth in teaching and
laboratory space, infrastructure networks and parking.
It is anticipated that growth in the City College support
network will nearly double or triple during phases of future
development.
Success of the 2005 Facilities Master Plan relies greatly
on strength and determination of leadership, clarity of
forethought and commitment to collaboration. The primary
stakeholders of San Diego City College have acknowledged
that formulation of “Guiding Principles” will enable all
participants, current and future, to work together with
common purpose. The “Guiding Principles” for San Diego
City College outlined here is the result of many working
together for a common purpose:
Maintain a Collaborative Process
College Community & City Agency Input
Incorporate All Anticipated & Future Projects
Project Design
Cluster Related Programs
Peripheral Parking
State-of-the-Art Technology
Building Flexibility
Incorporate Sustainable Technology
Campus Accessibility & Safety
Way-finding & Convenience
Sufficient & Convenient Parking
Identity & Community Outreach
Campus Pedestrian Circulation
Pedestrian & Vehicular Access Identity

Facilities Master Plan
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Embrace & Enhance a Collegial Environment
“Unified Campus”
Attractive, Diverse Outdoor Spaces
Welcoming Campus Gateways
Symbolic Presence & Strong Identity
Link Campus Areas
“Bridge City Streets”
Strategize Growth & Phasing
Minimize Construction Impacts
Avoid Instructional Space Loss During Construction
Consider Long Term Growth
In addition to the “Guiding Principles”, San Diego City
College, the Community College District and the Carrier
Johnson master plan team have identified several significant
considerations to be integrated in the master plan strategy:
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in all implementation phases of campus development.
Protection and enhancement of the natural landscape
environment of San Diego City College is consistent with
a vision for a “Unified Campus”. To preserve the natural
environment, new building construction sites should be
developed to reasonable height potential. A strategy to
develop building structures of three stories or greater, when
reasonable and feasible, reduces land area dedicated for
buildings and allows for ample pedestrian open space and
landscaped areas.
Topography and restrictions of urban location are inherent
natural features of the San Diego City College campus.
Development of building sites, circulation and open spaces
should maximize land use potential when necessary yet
balance respect for topographic conditions when practical.

The Facilities Master Plan is authored to provide a clear
blueprint for long term development and growth, yet allow for
flexibility or adjustment of priorities in response to potential
unforeseen influences or opportunities.
The Facilities Master Plan includes anticipated and potential
future projects, and exhibits an “optimum development
potential”. This development potential exceeds current
identified projects and allows for currently undefined growth.
The Facilities Master Plan should allow for growth variation
and should acknowledge that phased development over an
extended time frame is a practical strategy.
The master plan team acknowledges that most of San Diego
City College’s current campus land area is utilized for necessary
academic or support purposes. Demolition or removal of any
existing facility to create space for new construction would
have severe impact on educational or support activities on
campus. Therefore, implementation of a land acquisition
strategy is a necessary first step in implementing the Facilities
Master Plan. Development of initial construction projects on
acquired land allows for new development to augment or
replace current facilities insufficient for the growing campus,
and allows current activities to function without enduring
significant hardship. Evaluation of city blocks peripheral to
the campus has enabled the team to identify areas optimal
for campus expansion, free of adverse natural conditions
and appropriate for redevelopment.
An important factor in the master plan design was the
development of campus infrastructure, such as parking
capability and pedestrian accessibility, must be incorporated

“The result of the
educative process is
capacity for further
education.”

— John Dewey
15
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needs & challenges

Academic Facilities
The majority of existing campus was constructed around the
1960’s, and has experienced modification, upgrades and
remodels during the past 40 years. Extensive usage, updated
building code requirements, equipment life expectancy and
technology have contributed to many instances of facilities
insufficient to meet current needs of college level academics.
The entire campus and its buildings have been inspected
by the master plan team and evaluated for extent of work
necessary for basic upgrades. Results of the current campus
evaluation are outlined in Appendix B. Most buildings will
require at least a moderate level remodel or upgrade.
Buildings determined to be outmoded for long term value,
compromise land use or too expensive for correction are
identified for future best use. This determinant may lead to
extensive remodel work or eventual replacement. The master
plan identifies eventual use of existing building sites.
Growth
City College is a vital academic center for a rapidly
growing population. The City of San Diego is experiencing
a tremendous phase of expansion that embraces growth in
business, industry, construction and residential habitation.
Currently, the downtown core is increasing its residential
capacity by 30%, and anticipates growth rates to continue
well into the future. San Diego is currently the second largest
metropolitan area in California and sixth in the United States.
Much of this growth is attributable to strides in technology
and medical research industries, both significantly vested in
the San Diego region, and considerable human desire for
professionals to balance work environments with “quality of
life” potential, seeking ideal climates and wonderful places
to live, work and play.
Currently, City College serves a full and part time student
population of approximately 14,000. Considerations for
improvements of existing facilities, additions of new facilities
and greater densification of the urban campus will allow City
College to almost double current enrollment, maximizing a
potential student capacity for full and part time students at
25,000. Expansion of this magnitude is easily supported
by the City’s growth, and must be organized to balance
development with fiscal capability and mitigate impacts to
the campus infrastructure and surrounding city infrastructure
as well. The 2005 Facilities Master Plan and Implementation
Plan must outline a comprehensive potential timeline and
development sequence to enable the growth of City College
to be focused and dynamic.
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Parking
Current parking is insufficient to meet the needs of City
College. There are currently 1,075 parking stalls on campus
surface parking lots and in a parking structure located at
16th Avenue and Russ Boulevard, which includes the 201
leased spaces at neighboring San Diego High School. The
leased parking lot contains 201 spaces, however the lot is
somewhat remote and is not well lighted at night, and the
lease agreement expires in June of 2005. A campus parking
structure is currently shared with Garfield High School.
There is minimal parking in the north portion of the campus,
adjacent to the physical education buildings and sport fields.
Totaling only 50 surface parking stalls at this location, it is
inadequate to support these facilities.
With student, faculty and staff population of City College
currently at 14,000, the current provision of 1,075 dedicated
parking spaces equates to a ratio of approximately one
parking space per fifteen occupants on campus. With
extensive access to local transit systems such as buses and
trolley, parking need is mitigated to a small degree, but the
space-to-occupant ratio is significantly shy of a targeted ratio
closer to one parking space per five vehicles.
Topography
A notable natural feature of the City College campus is the
dramatic variations of topography and configuration of the
campus itself. Topographic variation on campus ranges
from a low point of approximately 150 feet above sea level
to approximately 250 feet above sea level. This dramatic
condition, combined with impact of a restrictive urban
location, impedes optimal utilization of land and contributes
to disconnected zones of academic and social activity, and
conflicts with the primary vision for a “Unified Campus”.
With strategic planning and innovative consideration,
topographic diversity may become a discerning feature of
San Diego City College. Future development and growth
on the campus must consider topographic variations as a
significant condition to be addressed, either as a means of
creating exterior public spaces or circulation areas, utilization
of buildings as a means of vertical access from one level
on campus to another, or utilizing retaining conditions to
recapture valuable land for public space or sport areas.
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Accessibility
Pedestrian circulation on campus does not consistently
address needs of all students and faculty / staff in a safe
and organized manner. Due primarily to acknowledged
topographical issues and age of existing facilities, pedestrian
circulation on campus is often compromised. Pedestrian
ramps flanking B Street connecting Curran Plaza to public
right-of-way are steep and not accessible by wheelchair. B
Street sidewalks, under Curran Plaza are dark and are not a
safe, pedestrian friendly environment.
Accessibility to many buildings on campus is also substandard compared to current accessibility standards.
Accessibility concerns occur at entrances into existing
buildings and extend to access and function of classrooms
and public facilities such as restrooms.
Circulation and Way-finding
Circulation between buildings currently meets most
fundamental needs of the student and faculty / staff
population. However, the purpose of circulation network on
an academic campus is to facilitate movement of pedestrians
in numerous directions, provide ample opportunities to
stop, rest or congregate and foster an environment that
is safe, interactive and pleasant to experience. Success of
this network relies on opportunities that offer a hierarchy of
paths and experiences and a clear recognition of position on
campus relative to origin and destination. These conditions
are critically important for guests or visitors who require
assistance in “way-finding”. The circulation network should
be clear and easy to navigate, and provide directional
graphics to enhance identification of facilities and location.
As the City College campus continues to grow and infill, and
as student and faculty / staff populations rise, the need for
a clear circulation, open space and way-finding network
will become increasingly important for both practical and
aesthetic reasons. Integration of an improved pedestrian and
open space network should be integrated as a fundamental
component of all future building and campus infrastructure
projects.

FIGURE 2:
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conceptual campus signage to unify identity
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College Identity
Success for any facility reliant upon public access and use
begins with identity. Identity for an academic facility relies
on numerous factors including technology networking
and campus peripheral and building peripheral graphics.
Recognized campus and building entrance points and
iconographic architectural features such as marquee signs
or a clock tower offers opportunities for San Diego City
College to be easily recognized from local streets, adjacent
freeways or mass transit nodes. City College enjoys a unique
position in the San Diego downtown, located adjacent to
two interstate freeways, primary downtown boulevards and
transit stops for city bus and the Redcar trolley networks.
Visual identification of the campus and points of access into
the campus are important features that should be taken
advantage of and may significantly promote the campus.
As the campus grows and develops, significant additions to
campus parking reservoirs will require additional means of
campus identification and clear portals defining arrival into
the City College environment.
“Welcome” is a significant message for visitors and guests.
San Diego City College’s primary Park Boulevard frontage
provides the current “main entrance” into the campus.
Lacking in the current condition is the ability for drop-off,
pick-up or clearly defined visitor parking access. The master
plan should provide a strategy for visitors; a celebrated point
of arrival and iconographic place of welcome.
Enhancement of San Diego City College identity can be
easily achieved through diverse means. Building signage,
development of recognizable building architecture, a
marquee sign structure, a clock tower, and recognizable
portals into the campus can reach a diverse cross-section of
people and can be integrated as complementary components
of a “Unified Campus”

“It is not the answer that
enlightens, but the question.”
— Eugene Ionesco Decouvertes
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Academic Programs
The City College campus is anticipated to experience
substantial growth, expansion and resultant construction
during the designated phased development as described by
this facilities master plan. Critical for a development plan
such as this is a strategy to maintain operation of existing
academic programs, parking facilities and infrastructure and
a workable pedestrian network during implementation.
Integral in this phased strategy must be a comprehensive
approach to “build and replace”. More specifically, new
development of academic facilities and infrastructural
facilities must occur on land areas not currently critical to
ongoing function of City College. Fundamental for success of
this strategy is a need for expansion of the physical boundary
of the campus itself. Expansion of the physical boundary
of the campus onto newly acquired land would allow the
first crucial phase of developments to occur, remote from
currently occupied, operational and necessary buildings and
parking areas.
New development must also take into consideration scale of
buildings relative to programmatic need and fiscal capability.
Though many existing facilities are currently shared by
diverse programs, and to some degree will likely continue to
do so, an effort to design facilities that meet unique program
requirements are advised for state-of-the-art education.
Designing and locating buildings specific to program need
will enable the master plan to accommodate “academic
neighborhoods”; buildings clustered about open space that
share a common purpose and provide program identity
Land Utilization
Evaluation of City College’s current physical status shows
extensive areas of the campus to be under-utilized as
surface parking lots. A primary component of an urban
campus is to have a degree of consistency with the city fabric
which surrounds it. Patterns of growth indicate extensive
development potential for this area of downtown, much as
an extension of the Ballpark Neighborhood and the Centre
City Development Corporation (CCDC) plans to develop the
Park Boulevard link between Balboa Park and San Diego
Harbor. Growth of the City College student population
creates a natural basis to redevelop under-utilized land
within the existing campus boundary and supplement that
growth with additional opportunities of expansion beyond the
existing campus boundary. Corollary to development of new
academic and infrastructure facilities is the opportunity to
accommodate the diverse outdoor pedestrian environments
and building clusters noted in the previous section.
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FIGURES 3 & 4:
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Architectural Character
Architectural harmony and consistency was noted in a
database research of successful and popular academic
campuses. Architectural components such as consistent use
of building materials, color harmony, landscape, paving
and lighting offer opportunities to inform students, faculty
/ staff and visitors of a “sense of place”, a characteristic
that defines San Diego City College as an important and
identifiable destination. Intent is not to disengage San Diego
City College from the architectural fabric of downtown, but
allow the college to evolve as a unique and vital feature
in the diverse urban landscape and nucleus of a defined
neighborhood in downtown.
As the campus continues to grow and mature over time,
consistency of architectural style and character, quality
of pedestrian environments and stature of landscape will
emphasize San Diego City College as a “Unified Campus”;
a balance of educational, social and cultural experiences.
Public Spaces
A vital component of a college campus is the character,
diversity and friendliness of pedestrian places. These
pedestrian environments are composed of promenades,
walkways, paths, plazas, courtyards, gardens and numerous
transitional places where people walk, meet, rest or study.
Creation of a distinct pedestrian network must be carefully
planned and integrated with all redevelopment and new
development on campus. Currently, Gorton Quad is the
primary gathering place on campus, and provides an
identifiable outdoor destination. As the campus evolves,
many new opportunities for public space will provide diverse
opportunities for students and faculty / staff to gather,
enhance visual beauty of the campus and provide a natural
means of way-finding.
Safety for pedestrians must also be an integral component
for all public space. Safety can be enhanced by planning
through ample degrees of lighting and visibility, and
avoidance of building insets, dense landscape and other
means of concealment. Pedestrians must feel comfortable
and safe traveling from one destination to another, at any
time of day or night, and places to gather should also
provide some suitable protection from adverse conditions
such outside noise pollution or weather conditions.
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Program Compatibility
Development of new buildings on campus provides an
opportunity to reorganize program locations without disruption
to ongoing academic activity. As phased development of
buildings occurs, new building clusters begin to emerge,
organized around plazas, courtyards or gardens. These new
building clusters provide opportunity to relocate academic
programs proximate to similar or complementary programs.
Academic neighborhoods emerge providing benefits such as
sharing of facilities, shorter travel distances for students and
faculty / staff in a common program and improved program
identity. From a campus perspective, emergence of academic
neighborhoods creates an organizational and way-finding
strategy for clear guidelines of construction and development
throughout the life of the Facilities Master Plan.
Integration With Downtown
San Diego’s existing street patterns and urban pattern is
inevitably linked to the structure of San Diego City College. The
campus is bounded by and integrated with a series of city streets
and Caltrans freeway right-of-ways that impact campus access,
pedestrian connectivity, scale and urban design guidelines.
Most notable impacts are Park Boulevard, which is a significant
north-south parkway through downtown, and the B Street
corridor, which bisects the campus in an east-west direction and
serves the downtown as a primary westbound access artery. A
secondary consideration is Russ Boulevard, which serves as a
north boundary of the main body of the campus and is a buffer
with San Diego High School. Accessed by both campuses, Russ
Boulevard is heavily trafficked by pedestrians much of a typical
weekday. In addition, C Street, which currently is the south
boundary for the campus, is a primary pedestrian access way
for bus and trolley transit stops and is a buffer with downtown
and the Ballpark District.
Off-Campus Centers
Primary in the ongoing growth of City College as a vital
nucleus in San Diego is continuing outreach into the
downtown culture. This objective is enhanced by growth and
development of academic programs and community services
that invite ongoing visitation to and use of the campus. A
complementary consideration is for City College to maintain
and develop satellite academic centers where programs
and facilities occur within the surrounding community. These
programs will serve as a vital collaboration with professional
and community entities, and serve as an ongoing message to
potential users and supporters of City College. It is anticipated
that these proposed programs occur in privately sponsored
developments, with City College involved as a tenant.
Sustainability

planning sensitivities

City College intends to provide a safe, efficient, and
environmentally friendly campus. In order to maintain
a safe and healthy environment, and do so efficiently,
environmental management is part of campus planning.
Sustainability is part of long-term campus planning. The U.S.
Department of Energy defines sustainable design as “that
which minimizes the impact of the built environment on the
ecosystem while providing for human well-being through the
design, construction, operation, maintenance, and reuse of
buildings.”
The concepts of sustainable design and use of “green”
building materials apply at all stages of the design process,
including programming, design team selection, design,
construction, and closeout. Many procedures and materials
once considered safe, such as asbestos and breathing that
new-car smell, are now known to be potentially hazardous
and “green” building practices and materials are being
substituted.
City College’s goal is to adopt improved building industry
practices for sustainability and the use of safe materials in all
projects. All projects shall:
	Select environmentally sensitive project teams to design
City College Campus facilities.
	Keep up-to-date the provisions of adopted building codes
and campus construction standards regarding these
concerns.
	Weigh first-cost vs. longer-term payback decisions.
	Complete the SDCCD Green Building Checklist at each stage
of project design, for review by the District Construction
Manager.
The SDCCD’s Sustainability Checklist is based upon the US
Green Building Council’s (USGBC) Leadership in Energy
and Environmental Design (LEED) Green Building Rating
System, and will continue to evolve to stay current with
accepted green building practices. It is included as a guide
to establish baseline project goals and to compare project’’s
“sustainability quotients”. All projects covered by the USGBC’s
guidelines shall target “Silver Level” rating, though whether
or not a project will become registered with the USGBC
shall be determined by the District on a project-by-project
basis. This USGBC LEED 2.1 Rating System version checklist
should be completed for all new construction projects at City
College. For more information visit www.usgbc.org.
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16TH STREET CCDC GREENSTREET
“C” STREET WALKWAY

FREEWAY
IDENTITY

“A”, “B”, & 15TH STREET: IMAGE STREETS

Ease of Access

Russ Blvd.

The project site is well situated to ensure ease of access by foot,
public transit, and private car.

WELCOME
CENTER

A Street

• On Foot:
Active, vibrant streets combined with the system of green 		
spaces will encourage pedestrian activity to and through 		
the project site. City planned “green streets” will provide 		
strategic pedestrian connections to other city attractions, 		
including Horton Plaza, East Village and Petco Park.

CAMPANILE
B STREET
PORTAL

B Street

• By Car:
17th Street

16th Street

15th Street

14th Street

C St
13th Street

Park Blvd

11th Avenue

CAMPUS
MARQUEE

Three major regional freeways serve the site: Highway 163,
Highway 94 and the immediately adjacent I-5. Major 		
downtown axes – Broadway, F Street, G Street, and Park 		
Boulevard – provide convenient access from all directions 		
via surface streets.

• Parking:
Currently, street parking is available on all surface streets 		
within the area. As new development is brought on-line, 		
additional parking needs will be handled internally through 		
interior and subterranean garages.
• By Bus:

Several existing bus lines stop in the area along Broadway 		
and Park Boulevard, connecting the project site to the rest 		
of downtown and the surrounding neighborhoods and 		
communities.

• By Trolley:
Two trolley stops occur along Park Boulevard, one at the C
Street Smart Corner and the other at Market Street. These
connect the site with both the Blue and Orange trolley lines,
making it accessible from all points along the transit system.
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the master plan

Overview
Success of a comprehensive Facilities Master Plan is
scripting a vision that incorporates input from all interested
stakeholders, follows guiding principles set forth by City
College, acknowledges the clear needs of the campus
and campus programs, and is considerate of planning
sensitivities that will provide value and purpose to realization.
A master plan must be definitive yet malleable. The purpose
of this Facilities Master Plan is to provide a clear framework
for growth, yet allow for interpretation and adjustment
as influential conditions such as technology, population,
economics or academic strategies change.
In development of the Facilities Master Plan, consideration
for both technical and emotive challenges were balanced in
order to describe a campus that will be welcoming for students,
faculty / staff and visitors to use, strong in aesthetic character
and competent as an environment for higher education.
Assessment of the existing facility reveals a campus with many
physical strengths and commitment of those involved in City
College and its purpose. There exists several critical issues
and conditions that must be acknowledged and addressed
for City College to flourish. During early stages of discussion
a clear definition of a collective vision was described with the
concept of “A Unified Campus”.
“A Unified Campus” defines an environment perceived as
singular destination that provides a value to the community.
The campus must foster a recognizable sense of arrival, a clear
means of navigation, and architectural integrity. Currently,
the campus is significantly shy in provision for parking
and physical characteristics such as topographic variation.
Intrusion of busy city streets will continue to compromise
campus unity hinder development and accessibility. Academic
programs exist in buildings requiring upgrade and many
programs are housed in multiple locations. In addition,
though much of the campus is currently underdeveloped by
downtown standards, these areas are dedicated for valuable
programs and surface parking necessary for City College to
function. Central to the Facilities Master Plan is a strategy
to create “Academic Neighborhoods” woven together by
a system of pedestrian circulation and outdoor gathering
spaces. Feeding this internal campus network will be nodes
of structured parking facilities for the growing campus
community and enhanced pedestrian crosswalks connecting
campus blocks and nodes of public transportation. The
following sections outlines primary features of the Facilities
Master Plan, the vision established and specific provisions
for facilities and infrastructure. Following the Master Plan
outline, an implementation strategy is described, outlining a
potential scenario for structured growth and development.
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Academic Neighborhoods
Vision for the City College campus is based upon a strategy
to define a network of academic neighborhoods. Academic
neighborhoods will provide the building blocks for a Unified
Campus. Each neighborhood weaves complimentary
academic programs around defined outdoor pedestrian
gathering spaces, resulting in a planning composition which
has order when searching for destinations and aesthetic
cohesiveness when observing campus environs. These
Academic neighborhoods are identified and organized as
follows:
•

Health & Exercise Science

•

Student Services & College Administration

•

Learning Resources

•

Humanities, Visual & Performing Arts

•

Mathematics, Engineering & Sciences

•

Vocational Arts

“Good schools, like good
societies and good families,
celebrate and cherish diversity.
-- Deborah Meier”
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Public Spaces
Outdoor, public pedestrian spaces are an integral component
for any campus of higher education. Social and cultural
events and supportive academic activities are important in
daily college life. Quality and diversity of such environments
will enhance use of the campus by students, faculty / staff
and visitors and promote a welcoming, safer environment by
encouraging higher density of use.
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MAJOR PEDESTRIAN
PATH
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The Master Plan envisions a diverse network of public pedestrian
spaces within the campus ranging from hardscaped plazas to
park settings to intimate courtyards and gardens. This diverse
network of open space would be a welcomed environment
within downtown reminiscent of the inviting and popular
Balboa Park located peripheral to downtown. Linked by Park
Boulevard, Balboa Park and City College will together become
integral to a larger urban pedestrian network that eventually
links to the ballpark neighborhood and San Diego Bay front.
Successful implementation of a campus public space
network is anticipated as an integral component of each
new building project constructed on campus. Consideration
for outdoor spaces and connecting linkages during project
construction incorporates an economic strategy as well as
aesthetic cohesion between buildings and the environment
that connects them.

Pedestrian Network & Access
Understandable and orderly pedestrian linkage between
buildings and between academic neighborhoods solidifies
unification of the campus. A pedestrian network begins as
one arrives on campus by foot, individual vehicle or mass
transit. This network should convey students, faculty / staff
and visitors to their destination in a safe, orderly fashion,
and in a manner easily negotiable and comprehended. The
Master Plan promotes a hierarchical network of pedestrian
paths that includes enhanced crosswalks at public street
intersections, large scale pedestrian arteries stretching
through the campus, secondary paths and ramps connecting
all buildings and exterior spaces, and meandering paths
through park environments.
City College is envisioned as an extension of downtown’s
pedestrian network. Success of this network is to provide
safety through lighting and visibility, ease of negotiation
and access, clarity of the system and diversity of experience.
It is anticipated that a well conceived, orderly and diverse
pedestrian network will foster an image of City College as
an enjoyable environment for learning.
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Campus Access and Parking
Commuting to and arrival are common factors for any destination
the scale of City College. Gateways into the campus community
provide opportunities for identification and way-finding.
Though many inhabitants frequent City College, gateways must
be designed and identified for the infrequent or first time visitor.
As with many collegiate campuses, City College is approached
from many directions and from diverse modes of transport. As
an urban campus modal diversity is intensified by easy access
to bus service and trolley lines. Inevitably, consideration for the
majority relies on accommodation for cars. Vehicle accessibility
and resultant parking commensurate for daily needs of a
mobile lifestyle is critical in a campus infrastructure. Location of
sufficient parking reservoirs should be adjacent to but peripheral
to the academic core, and access from parking into the campus
core must be well defined. Likewise, access from transit modes
should also be a component of peripheral campus identity.

PARKING INTEGRATED
WITH BUILDING
PARKING STRUCTURE

Russ Blvd.

San Diego
City College

B Street

17th Street

16th Street

Broadway

15th Street

14th Street

C St
13th Street

Park Blvd

Parking reservoirs will be provided in multiple locations
around the campus periphery to reasonably accommodate
all academic neighborhoods, including special consideration
for the new campus “welcome center”, located in the student
services neighborhood. These parking reservoirs will include
two large scale parking garages, several smaller structures
incorporated into the base of proposed academic buildings and
small, ancillary surface lots for specialty uses such as the Child
Development Center. The Master Plan envisions an increase in
the overall campus wide parking reservoir from a 2005 total
of 1000 stalls to an anticipated 4000 stalls when maximum
campus capacity is reached. A campus parking plan overlay
outlines locations of planned parking locations and targeted
allocations.

A Street

11th Avenue

Current parking reservoirs do not meet needs of the campus.
Strategies to locate parking reservoirs must take into
consideration location not only for long term solutions, but
ability to be developed at each phase of future campus growth.
Phased development of the Master Plan anticipates construction
of several large scale parking structures beginning immediately.
As phased development occurs, need will be evaluated and
future parking construction will be incorporated as necessary.
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Strategy and Intent
The Implementation Strategy is divided into three segments.
This allows for an organized system for growth and
renovation. It will encompass logistical strategies for a step
by step implementation process. Funding and parking needs
are critical to this implementation strategy. In each phase
a major parking structure will be built to accommodate
growing needs.
The sidebar graphic indicates the buildings that function well,
the buildings that need renovation/remodel and the buildings
that will be evaluated for best use. As these are addressed,
site issues such as wayfinding elements, infrastructure
upgrades, and landscape projects are completed alongside
of the building projects. The sequence of projects is based
predominately on four criteria: Impact on the instructional
program; Logical sequencing of construction; Availability of
funding; Prioritization of need.
Phase 1
Phase 1 projects are the catalysts for the City College
expansion strategy. One of the most important initial factor
in this phase is the acquisition of 3 parcels of land adjacent
to the existing campus. The first parcel is the upper half
block between 13th and 14th Avenue south of C Street. The
second and third parcels are full blocks located between
15th and 17th Avenue south of C Street. This acquisition
anticipates the need and opportunity for strategic program
growth well into the future.
This initial phase includes remodel of the L Building into the
Student Success Center and remodel of the Learning Resource
Center to gain displaced classrooms, and upgrades of existing
facilities such as outlined in Appendix B.
New projects will begin with a new Child Development
Center and Vocational Technology Center. Development of
these facilities opens campus area for anticipated projects
including: Engineering Technology Center, Humanities
Center, Business Technology Center, Instructional Visual Arts
Center and parking.
The intent is to finish the major remodel/renovation projects
in Phase 1, but ongoing minor renovation will be a part of
every phase.
Other upgrades and modifications include enhancing
pedestrian walkways at intersections adjacent to the campus.
The intersection at Russ Boulevard and Park Boulevard will be
signalized to accommodate safe pedestrian access to and from
the Health and Excersice Science Area. During Phase 1, 16th

master plan implementation

Avenue will be closed off between C Street and B Street to
create a Pedestrian Promenade. This will help unify the campus
and enhance pedestrian safety.
Phase 2
With the onset of this Phase, one of the first projects anticipated
is a new parking structure. This will allow for much needed
parking and make available land currently being used as
surface parking lots.
New construction projects anticipated in this phase include:
Administration Center, Student Activities Center, Science Lab
Building, Live Theatre Building and sports facilities. Many new
facilities will incorporate underground parking as part of the
project scope providing for increased demand throughout
the campus.
Special visitor parking will be provided as a component of
the Administration Center project, located adjacent to Park
Boulevard and City College’s primary gateway. This project
will result in a new, enhanced “front door” image for City
College, and create a Welcome Center oriented toward
prospective students, campus visitors and guests.
The construction of the Park Boulevard Overhead Walkway
will be a part of the new Administration Building. This
walkway will connect Gorton Quad with the North Athletic
Area via the Administration Building. Pedestrian flow will be
more efficient allowing for movement at a higher grade to
continue on the walkway.
The construction of gathering spaces will be a part of each
new building that is built. Larger plazas, smaller courtyards
and connected accessible pathways will create a pedestrian
network that links the campus as a whole.
Phase 3
The Phase 3 development under the Facilities Master Plan is
a long range evaluation of future needs and opportunities. A
critical project in Phase 3 is additional structured parking for
the growing student population. In addition, future buildings
providing additional classroom and laboratory spaces are
planned for, as is additional facilities for a Health and
Exercise Program. Incorporated into this long range plan
is remodel of the re-acquired Garfield High School facility
and development of acquired blocks south of the existing
campus. Completed build-out of Phase 3 is anticipated to
provide academic facilities, exterior gathering spaces and
services for a student population of 25,000.
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Phase One Sequencing
Project 			
Prop ‘S’ #

Description											

Funding Source			

1.1				
				

Acquire two and one-half blocks of land adjacent to campus,
demolish, and construct temporary surface parking.

Proposition ‘S’			

1.1				
				

Remodel Learning Resource Center “R” Building to construct 		
classrooms and offices in open delivery area

Unfunded

1.2				
				

Construct temporary classrooms and restrooms to 				
accommodate program displacement.

Unfunded

1.2				
				

Renovate former Library “L” Building for Student Success 			
Center.

Proposition ‘S’			

IV-1, IV-2 & IV-3

1.3				
			
1.3				

Demo/construct “S” Building.							

Proposition ‘S’			

II-2

Enhance pedestrian crossings.									

Proposition ‘S’			

II-3 & VI-1

1.3				

Construct Parking Structure #1.									

Proposition ‘S’			

II-3 & III-4

1.3				

Construct Parking Structure #2.									

Unfunded

1.4				

Construct Child Development Center.							

Proposition ‘S’			

1.5				

Construct campus marquee.										

Alternate Funding

1.6				

Construct Science Building.										

Unfunded

1.7				
				

Renovate former Math-Science “M” Building for Student 			
Services.

Proposition ‘S’			

IV-1, IV-2, & IV-3

1.7				

Renovate Academic “A” Building for classrooms and offices.		

Proposition ‘S’			

IV-1, IV-2 & IV-3

1.7				

Construct Humanities Building.								

Proposition ‘S’			

I-2

1.8				

Construct Business Technology Building.						

Proposition ‘S’			

I-3

1.8				
				

Remodel Creative Arts and Theater “C” Building for 				
Instructional Visual Arts Program.

Proposition ‘S’			

V-2

1.9				
				

Remodel Gymnasium “P-1” Building and 						
Outdoor Instructional areas

Proposition ‘S’			

IV-1 & IV-2

1.10			
Remodel Thatcher “T” Building and elevator for classrooms 		
				
and labs

Proposition ‘S’			

III

1.11			

N/A
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Occupy Centre City site upon relocation of Continuing Ed.		
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1. EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY CENTER
2. STUDENT SERVICES/ ADMISSIONS/ HEALTH
3. DINING
4. CLASSROOM/ FACULTY OFFICE
5. STUDENT SUCCESS CENTER
6. LEARNING RESOURCE CENTER
7. CLASSROOM/ THEATER SERVICES
8. AUDITORIUM
9. GYMNASIUM
10. PARKING
11. AQUATIC
12. FIELD HOUSE
12a. SOCCER FIELD
12b. SOFTBALL FIELD
12c. BASEBALL FIELD
13. ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY CENTER/ PHYSICS
14. BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY CENTER
15. CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER
16. CAMPUS MARQUEE
17. HUMANITIES
18. CLASSROOM
19. FUTURE PROGRAM
20. PARKING
21. OVERHEAD PEDESTRIAN WALKWAY
22. ADMINISTRATION
23. STUDENT ACTIVITIES CENTER
24. SCIENCE LAB WITH SUBTERANNEAN PARKING
25. THEATER WITH SUBTERANNEAN PARKING
26. FUTURE CENTRE CITY PROGRAM
27. FUTURE PROGRAM
28. EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY CENTER
29. CLASSROOM/ FACULTY OFFICE
30. FUTURE PROGRAM
31. VOCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY CENTER + PARKING
32. CAMPUS POLICE HEADQUARTERS
33. FUTURE PROGRAM + PARKING
34. FUTURE PROGRAM + PARKING
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Phase Two Sequencing
Project 			

Description												

Funding Source			

Prop ‘S’ #

2.1				

Construct Field House.											

Unfunded

2.2				

Demolish former Field House “PFH” Building.						

Unfunded

2.3				

Construct Softball and Soccer fields.								

Unfunded

2.3				

Construct Tennis Courts.											

Unfunded

2.3				

Construct Engineering Technology Building.						

Proposition ‘S’					

2.4				
				

Demolish former Tennis Courts, Handball Courts, 				
and Racquetball “H” Building

Unfunded

2.5				
				

Construct Baseball field dugouts and cafe/						
tickets booth.

Unfunded

2.5				
				

Remodel roof of Campus Center Dining “D” Building 				
for dining and group study areas.

Unfunded

2.5				

Construct Classroom Building on former Cosmetology site.		

Unfunded

2.6				

Demolish Administration “E” Building.							

Unfunded

2.6				
				
				

Demolish west wing of Campus Center Dining Facility 			
“D” Building and renovate Gorton Quad as Student Services
quadrangle.		

Unfunded

2.7				
				

Construct Administration Building with Pedway across 			
Park Boulevard.

Unfunded

2.7				

Construct Student Activities Center.								

Unfunded

2.8				

Construct Health, Aerobic, Fitness, and Swimming Complex.		

Unfunded

2.8				

Construct Theater.												

Unfunded
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1. EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY CENTER
2. STUDENT SERVICES/ ADMISSIONS/ HEALTH
3. DINING
4. CLASSROOM/ FACULTY OFFICE
5. STUDENT SUCCESS CENTER
6. LEARNING RESOURCE CENTER
7. CLASSROOM/ THEATER SERVICES
8. AUDITORIUM
9. GYMNASIUM
10. PARKING
11. AQUATIC
12. FIELD HOUSE
12a. SOCCER FIELD
12b. SOFTBALL FIELD
12c. BASEBALL FIELD
13. ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY CENTER/ PHYSICS
14. BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY CENTER
15. CHILD DEVELOPMENT CENTER
16. CAMPUS MARQUEE
17. HUMANITIES
18. CLASSROOM
19. FUTURE PROGRAM
20. PARKING
21. OVERHEAD PEDESTRIAN WALKWAY
22. ADMINISTRATION
23. STUDENT ACTIVITIES CENTER
24. SCIENCE LAB WITH SUBTERANNEAN PARKING
25. THEATER WITH SUBTERANNEAN PARKING
26. FUTURE CENTRE CITY PROGRAM
27. FUTURE PROGRAM
28. EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY CENTER
29. CLASSROOM/ FACULTY OFFICE
30. FUTURE PROGRAM
31. VOCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY CENTER + PARKING
32. CAMPUS POLICE HEADQUARTERS
33. FUTURE PROGRAM + PARKING
34. FUTURE PROGRAM + PARKING
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Phase Three Sequencing
Project 			
Prop ‘S’ #

Description														

Funding Source			

3.1				

Construct Parking Structure #3.									

Unfunded

3.2				

Demolish Thatcher “T” Building									

Unfunded		

3.3				

Construct Classroom Building.									

Unfunded

3.4				
				

Construct Educational Technology Center “B” Building 			
Addition.

Unfunded

3.5				

Construct Future Expansion Projects.								

Unfunded
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B.1: Building ‘A’ Narrative
Building A is one of the oldest buildings on campus.
Originally built as the Administration Building in 1955, the
north and south wing additions were built in 1958. The
building contains 69,207 ASF on three levels.

Architecture
As a major classroom building, its proximity to the dining
facility and student services is beneficial, but it is far removed
from the general parking areas. Classrooms are off of a
single-loaded exterior balcony, and an upper level walkway
connects to the T Building elevated walkway. The internal
courtyard is an effective tool for circulating students through
the building. The balconies and courtyard are used between
classes by students.
Spaces presently included in this building include classrooms,
faculty offices, bookstore, mailroom, duplication facility,
career center, counselors, health services, campus operator,
accounting/business services, tiered lecture rooms, science
labs, and computer labs.
The tiered lecture halls are not accessible via wheelchair, and
most stair railings do not meet current ADA guidelines. One
unreliable elevator exists in this building.
Much of the building is painted concrete, and the façade has
metal panels bolted to the underside of the roof for shading.
Some of the connections are rusted and cracked. Indicative
of the building’s age, minor weatherproofing issues exist. The
ballasted roof is in fair condition, and only minor ponding
was evidenced by water stains. Many windows, based on
experience, require re-caulking.
Structural
Building A is a 3-story structure that was built in 1955. The
north and south wing additions were built in 1958. The floor
and roof framing consist of concrete joists and beams. The
lateral system consists of reinforced concrete shear walls.
The structure is supported on spread footings.
At the courtyard area, the concrete slab-on-grade has been
replaced and repaired in a few locations. Also heaving of
the courtyard slab, perhaps from a former tree’s root, was
noted.
Mechanical
Exist. Conditions: This building is conditioned with (9) air
handling units (AHU’s), various fan coil units (FCU’s) and selfcontained electric thru the wall air conditioners in some
locations. However, many areas in the A Building do not
have refrigerated air. (2) of the large multi-zone air handlers
(AH-5, AH-6) located on the roof have recently been replaced
and are in good condition. (2) of the smaller air handlers on
the roof (AH-4, AH-8) are in fair condition while AH-5 is in poor
condition. All of the rooftop units use Heating Hot Water
(HHW) and Chilled Water (CHW). The remaining air handlers
we visited were older and in poor condition. The building
has its own hot water heating system through (2)HHW.
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Boilers (B-1, B-2) serving the building and are located on
the lower floor. These boilers appear to be in fair condition.
At the time of the visit the pumps for the boilers were being
replaced. This buildings air moving systems use chilled
water from the central chillers located in Building “L” for
cooling. This building is connected to the central campus
controls network and is tied into the main office computer in
Mission Valley.

gas fired water heater. The water heater is located in the
lower floor equipment room. No recirculation pump was
observed in the space but the water heater is on a timer.
The north end of the building which includes the bookstore
appears to be served by a storage gas fired water heater
located in the boiler room. A recirculation pump is provided.
Each water heater appears to be in good working order. No
wet or dry pipe fire sprinkler system exists for this building.

Electrical
Existing Conditions: The main electrical room was inaccessible
during the time of the site walk. TKG was awaiting as-built
single-line documentation to verify service entrance size at the
time of this report. Two motor control centers (Westinghouse
and G.E.) were observed in the boiler rooms; compartments
were duct taped shut, with no provisions for mechanical
lockout. Nameplates indicated device installation in 1955.
Standing water was noted on the floor of the boiler room,
encroaching closely upon the electrical equipment.

A building of this vintage typically has interior sanitary
sewer/vent and storm drainage systems of cast iron pipe and
fittings. The condition was not verified at the time of the site
visit. Science Lab sinks have plastic traps and tail pieces for
the diluted solutions going down the sink drain. The roof has
drain fixtures only. There are in most cases overflow scupper
openings through the roof parapet walls adjacent to the roof
drain fixtures.

General overhead lighting in public spaces is by 2’x4’
and surface-mounted 1’x4’ lensed fluorescent troffers and
recessed linear fluorescent wall washers. Lamps are T-8
with electronic ballasts. Lighting control is by combination
motion sensor and snap switches.
Fire alarm annunciation in classrooms and corridors is by
horn only (no strobes). No passive detection devices were
noted. Presence of a fire alarm control panel was not readily
apparent during site visit.
Classrooms are equipped with push-to-call type intercom
phones.
Recommended Upgrades: A cursory inspection of this
building indicates the power, lighting and fire alarm systems
are old and have exceeded the NEMA recommended
lifespan. Imminent component failure should be anticipated.
Additional field investigation may confirm a need for an
overall system replacement or upgrade.
Plumbing
Existing Conditions: The building is served with potable water
for all domestic fixtures. Domestic hot water is provided
to science lab sink fixtures and to janitorial and faculty /
staff sinks. Hot water is not provided to public toilet room
lavatories. The cold and hot water piping within the building
is of copper pipe and fittings with soldered joints. Hot water
piping is insulated. Shut off valves are installed for cold
and/or hot water at all restrooms. The visible water piping
appears to be in good working condition. The central and
south ends of the building appear to be served by storage

Natural gas is routed to the existing domestic water heaters
and up to science laboratory classroom tabletop turrets. The
gas piping is steel pipe and fittings with threaded joints. The
visible gas piping appears to be in good working condition.
Some restroom fixtures appear to be undamaged and in
good working order, others need attention. Water closets
(toilets) and urinals are wall hung fixtures with manual
flushometer valves. Lavatories are wall hung with single cold
water metered faucets. Fixtures appear to be well maintained
for operation. Heights of fixtures are updated to meet ADA
requirements.
Recommended Upgrades: Overall the building plumbing
systems appear to be operating as they are intended
for the current occupancy description. The following
recommendations are given: Upgrade the make-up air
intake openings for the central water heater room and
install a recirculation pump for that water heater. Upgrade
all toilets with new open front seats. Install ADA seats as
required. Install trap protective covering on designated ADA
lavatories. Upgrade at least 50% of drinking fountains to
accessible.
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B.2: Building ‘B’ Narrative
Building B is one of the newest buildings on campus. Built
in 1999 as the Educational Technology Center, this building
was meant to act as a bridge between City College and
downtown San Diego Businesses.
It is a conferencing facility, and is designed to accommodate
many types of assemblies through operable partitions, varied
room sizes, and room types. It contains 7,161 ASF on two
levels.

Architecture
The building is planned as a “bar” with a single-loaded
exterior balcony serving the conference rooms. Due to
the sloping site, a bridge connects the second level to the
campus’ upper plateau. As the building is relatively new,
there are no observable deficiencies, other than the fact it is
under-utilized, and that there are too few restroom fixtures
for a classroom building of this type. Though it is sited near
the periphery of the campus, and has a contemporary
style, there is no parking nearby for visitors, and it is not
perceived by downtown businesses as a significant amenity.
The exterior is red brick with metal panel and glass accents.
These elements are in good condition, but some exposed
metal flashings are beginning to rust.
Structural
The second floor framing of the north wing consists of TJI
wood joists supported on steel beams. The framing of the
south wing consists of concrete on metal deck supported
on steel joists and beams. The roof framing consists of TJI
wood joists supported by steel beams. Steel braced frames
are used for lateral support of the building. The structure is
supported on spread footings.
Mechanical
Existing Conditions: This building is conditioned with (6)
Split Heat Pumps (SHP) and (2) roof mounted package
heat pumps. (6) Heat Pumps are located on the ground,
in a mechanical yard, located just south of the building. (3)
Vertical FCU’s were located adjacent to the mechanical yard
and the remaining fan coils are installed in ceiling spaces. It
appears that the HVAC system was installed with the building
which is fairly new, so all equipment appears to be in good
condition. This building uses programmable thermostats
and does not appear to be on the campus Controls System.
Electrical
Existing Conditions: One 400A at 480Y/277V, 3P, 4W main
service entrance switchboard distributes 208Y/120V, 3P,
4W branch distribution to three panels via one 112.5 kVA
transformer (all G.E.).
General overhead lighting is fluorescent and served by a
mixture of 2’x2’ parabolic, down lights, wall mounted area
lights, indirect linear, 1’x4’ custom direct linear and wall
washers. Lamps are T-8 with electronic ballasts. Lighting
control is by combination motion sensor and snap switches.
Emergency and egress lighting is served via a building battery
inverter system located in the main electrical room.
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Manual and passive fire alarm and detection is by manual
pull stations, smoke detectors and horn/strobes. A fire
alarm control panel could not be verified at the time of this
site visit.
Recommended Upgrades: A cursory inspection of the systems
does not indicate any recommended upgrades at this time.
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B.3: Building ‘C’ Narrative
Building C was built in 1968 to house the Creative Arts
and Theatre Departments. There are two levels, containing
41,360 ASF.

Plumbing
Existing Conditions: The building is served with potable water
for all domestic fixtures. Domestic hot water is provided to
faculty / staff toilet room lavatories and to janitorial and
faculty / staff sinks. Hot water is generated by storage type
water heaters. Hot water is not provided to public toilet room
lavatories. The cold and hot water piping within the building
is of copper pipe and fittings with soldered joints. Hot water
piping is insulated. Shut off valves are installed for cold and/
or hot water at all restrooms. The visible piping appears to be
in good working condition. A wet pipe fire sprinkler sprinkler
system exists for this building.
A building this new typically has interior sanitary sewer/vent
and storm drainage systems of cast iron pipe and fittings.
Natural gas is routed to the existing domestic water heater.
The condition was not verified at the time of the site visit. The
gas piping is typically steel pipe and fittings with threaded
and welded joints.
Restroom fixtures appear to be undamaged and in good
working order. Water closets (toilets) and urinals are wall
hung fixtures with manual flushometer valves. Lavatories are
wall hung with single cold water metered faucets. Fixtures
appear to be well maintained for operation. Heights of
fixtures are updated to meet ADA requirements.
Recommended Upgrades: Overall the building plumbing
systems appear to be operating as they are intended for
the current occupancy description. No plumbing upgrade
recommendations.
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Architecture
Located on a major city edge of the campus, there is a small
parking lot directly serving the theater. The Theater seats 287
persons, and has a grand portico facing C Street. Designed
to host various events, there is an orchestra pit, fly, foyer,
and ticket booth. The first level of Building C also contains
art labs for building scenery, music labs, dance rooms, A/V
editing suites, Radio and TV studios, dressing rooms, and
classrooms. The second level has art labs, a dance studio,
and classrooms. There are areas that are not in compliance
with ADA requirements.
The brick façade is in good condition, as is most of the roof.
There are some water-stained areas of the roof, indicating
ponding.

C. An electrical meter enclosure (2 sections) was noted, but
could not be accessed due to vegetation overgrowth.
General lighting is by recessed 2’x4’ and surface-mounted
1’x4’ lensed fluorescent fixtures.

Structural
The second floor and roof framing consist of concrete joists
and beams. The lateral support system consists of reinforced
concrete shear walls. The building is supported on spread
footings.

Plumbing
Existing Conditions: The building is served with potable water
for all domestic fixtures. Domestic hot water is provided to
faculty / staff toilet room lavatories and to janitorial and
faculty / staff sinks. Hot water is generated by storage type
water heaters. Hot water is provided to public toilet room
lavatories in the Theater. Hot water is not provided to public
toilet room lavatories in the Creative Arts building. The cold
and hot water piping within the building is of copper pipe
and fittings with soldered joints. Hot water piping is insulated.
Shut off valves are installed for cold and/or hot water at all
restrooms. The visible piping appears to be in good working
condition. No wet or dry pipe fire sprinkler system exists for
this building.

A few hairline cracks were observed in the walkway slab of
the second floor.
The Theater building is a 1-story structure with a partial
mezzanine and a basement level. The mezzanine framing
consists of a concrete one-way slab and concrete beams.
The roof framing is steel bar joists supported by steel girders.
The lateral support system is reinforced concrete shear walls.
The building is supported on spread footings.
Mechanical
Existing Conditions: This building is conditioned with (4)
Constant Air Volume (CAV) air handlers, (3) of which are
located on the roof. The units appear to be in good condition.
The air handlers are served by an air-cooled chiller, which
is also located on the roof. The air cooled chiller is in good
condition, however the protective coverings for the coil and
compressors has been removed for some unknown reason,
and should be replaced as soon as possible. Heating for
the building is provided by a distribution pump located on
the first floor, and is distributing water that is provided by
the central boilers located in Building “L”. This building is
connected to the central campus controls network and is tied
into the main office computer in Mission Valley.
Electrical
Existing Conditions: The main electrical room could not be
accessed during the time of the site visit because the room was
locked. The SDG&E transformer is located East of Building
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The data room was observed and appears to have been
upgraded recently.
Recommended Upgrades: A cursory inspection of this
building indicates the power, lighting and fire alarm systems
are old and have exceeded the NEMA recommended
lifespan. Imminent component failure should be anticipated.
Additional field investigation may confirm a need for an
overall system replacement or upgrade.

A building of this vintage typically has interior sanitary
sewer/vent and storm drainage systems of cast iron pipe and
fittings. The condition was not verified at the time of the site
visit.
Restroom fixtures appear to be undamaged and in good
working order. Floor mounted water closets (toilets) and wall
hung urinals are with manual flushometer valves. Lavatories
are wall hung with single cold water metered faucets.
Fixtures appear to be well maintained for operation. Heights
of fixtures are updated to meet ADA requirements.
Recommended Upgrades: Overall the building plumbing
systems appear to be operating as they are intended
for the current occupancy description. The following
recommendations are given: Install ADA seats as required.
Install trap protective covering on designated ADA
lavatories.
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B.4: Building ‘D’ Narrative
Building D was built in 1974 to serve as a dining facility
and student meeting space. A single-story building, it has an
accessible roof deck above the entire building, with planter
boxes, walkways, and bicycle parking. Building D frames
Gorton Quad on two sides.
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Architecture
The building is situated at the core of the campus, and is
well-placed for dining services. The east wing contains a full
commercial kitchen, as well as fast-food vendors, a servery,
dining area, and student study areas. The north wing contains
conference rooms, offices, and student organization meeting
space.
Several of the planter boxes are no longer being utilized.
Facilities personnel indicated that this is because they leak.
The planter boxes nearest Building A are well vegetated, and
students often sit by them between classes. Most of the roof
deck is not utilized other than for circulation between Gorton
Quad and Building A.
Recommended Upgrades:
student gathering place.

The deck be developed into a

Structural
The roof framing consists of a one-way concrete slab
supported on concrete beams. The roofs have been used
as a plaza deck which includes planter areas. The lateral
support system is reinforced concrete shear walls. The
building is supported on spread footings.
At a few locations of the roof slab over the corridors, concrete
spalling was observed. The spalling was caused by rusted
reinforcement resulting from water leakage.
Mechanical
Existing Conditions: This building is conditioned with (5)
constant volume air handlers, (3) of which (AH-1, AH-2, AH3) appear to be multi-zone units and use a combination of
zone dampers and hot water reheat coils for temperature
control. These units also appear to use small distribution
pumps to guarantee flow to the HHW coils. Air handler
(AH-4) is a single zone unit and (AH-5) is a cooling only air
handler located in the mechanical room with AH-4. Both
AH-4 and AH-5 are in fair condition, the condition of AH1,
2, and 3 could not be verified. This buildings air moving
systems use chilled water from the central chillers and hot
water from the central boilers located in Building “L”. This
building is connected to the central campus controls network
and is tied into the main office computer in Mission Valley.
Electrical
Existing Conditions: One 500 kVA, 12kV-480Y/277V
service-entrance transformer serves the 800A, 480Y/277V,
3P, 4W service entrance switchboard (Federal Pacific). The
main switchgear provides 208Y/120V, 3P, 4W power to five
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branch panels (Federal Pacific and Industrial Electric) via
one 45 kVA 480-208Y/120 transformer (Federal Pacific).
One satellite electrical room was observed and is the
home to miscellaneous 208Y/120V branch panels, one
telecommunications backboard and one fire alarm control
panel and dialer.
Lighting is by recessed 2’x4’ lensed, surface-mounted 1’x4’
fluorescent with wireguard, recessed linear fluorescent
and incandescent downlight fixtures. Lamps are T-8 with
electronic ballasts. Switching in general areas is by snapswitch only. Exit signage appeared to be LED. Emergency
lighting is by “bug-eye” incandescent with battery back-up.
Fire alarm detection and annunciation is by smoke detectors
and horn/strobes. Monitoring of devices is by one fire alarm
control panel and dialer. A fire alarm annunciation panel
was also observed.
Recommended Upgrades: A cursory inspection of this
building indicates the power, lighting and fire alarm systems
are old and have exceeded the NEMA recommended
lifespan. Imminent component failure should be anticipated.
Additional field investigation may confirm a need for an
overall system replacement or upgrade.
Plumbing
Existing Conditions: The dining center contains a large
commercial grade kitchen and public dining area in one wing.
An ancillary wing houses offices and conference rooms. The
building as a whole is served with potable cold and hot water
for all domestic fixtures. Hot water is generated by storage
type water heaters. The cold and hot water piping within the
building is of copper pipe and fittings with soldered joints.
Hot water piping is insulated. Shut off valves are installed
for cold and/or hot water at all restrooms. The visible piping
appears to be in good working condition. No wet or dry pipe
fire sprinkler system exists for this building.
A building of this vintage typically has interior sanitary
sewer/vent and storm drainage systems of cast iron pipe
and fittings. The condition was not verified at the time of the
site visit. The deck level above the kitchen roof is protected
from rainwater accumulation by deck drains. The deck drain
piping appears to be copper pipe cast into the concrete deck
and terminating at the face of the concrete parapet. Only
one drain terminus is scupper collected and redirected away
from pedestrian stairs. The remainder of drains terminates
over pedestrian pathways.
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Natural gas is routed to the existing domestic water heaters.
The condition was not verified at the time of the site visit. The
gas piping is typically steel pipe and fittings with threaded
and welded joints.
Restroom fixtures appear to be undamaged and in good
working order. Floor mounted water closets (toilets) and wall
hung urinals are with manual flushometer valves. Lavatories
are wall hung with single cold water metered faucets.
Fixtures appear to be well maintained for operation. Heights
of fixtures are updated to meet ADA requirements.
Recommended Upgrades: Overall the building plumbing
systems appear to be operating as they are intended
for the current occupancy description. The following
recommendations are given: Install ADA seats as required.
Install trap protective covering on designated ADA lavatories.
Upgrade at least 50% of drinking fountains to accessible.
Upgrade deck drain piping system.
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B.5: Building ‘E’ Narrative
Building E is a single story structure built in 1973 as a
“temporary” program administration building. Just off the
Gorton Quad, it resides on a plinth overlooking the quad and
the major Park Boulevard and Russ Boulevard intersection.
There are two volumes connected by a small restroom and
office core.
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Architecture
The stucco on wood volumes are not designed to allow
much natural light to reach the work spaces. This building
houses senior staff offices, and is very private in that it is far
removed from the learning environments on campus. The
site is actually a prime gateway to the campus, yet it is not a
very public building.
Structural
Building E is a single-story wood framed structure. The roof
framing consists of glue laminated beams and a conventional
wood joist system. Wood shear walls provide the lateral
force resisting system. The building is supported on spread
footings.
Mechanical
Existing Conditions: This building is conditioned by (7)
package heat pumps located on the roof of the building.
(2) of the units are 10-15 years old and are at the end of
their expected useful life. And the remaining (4) units are 1year old or less and are in good condition. These units are
controlled locally by stand alone thermostats.
Electrical
Existing Conditions: The main electrical room was
inaccessible during the time of this site walk because the
room was locked. Recessed receptacles were noted along
the (interior) perimeter of the building. Surface-mounted
receptacles and conduit were observed along the exterior
building perimeter.
General lighting is predominately by recessed 2’x4’ lensed
fluorescent troffers.
Surface-mounted 2’x4’ fluorescents
with wrap-around lens and exterior wall packs were also
observed.
Fire alarm detection and annunciation is by smoke detectors
and horn/strobes. Presence of a fire alarm control panel
was not readily apparent during site visit.
Recommended Upgrades: A cursory inspection of this
building indicates the power, lighting and fire alarm systems
are old and have exceeded the NEMA recommended
lifespan. Imminent component failure should be anticipated.
Additional field investigation may confirm a need for an
overall system replacement or upgrade.
Plumbing
Existing Conditions: The building is served with potable water
for all domestic fixtures. Domestic hot water is provided to
toilet room lavatories and to janitorial and laboratory sinks.
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Hot water is generated by storage type water heaters. The
cold and hot water piping within the building is of copper
pipe and fittings with soldered joints. Hot water piping is
insulated. Shut off valves are installed for cold and/or hot
water at all restrooms. The visible piping appears to be in
good working condition. The building appears to be served
by one storage gas fired water heater. No wet or dry pipe fire
sprinkler system exists for this building.
A building of this vintage typically has interior sanitary
sewer/vent and storm drainage systems of cast iron pipe and
fittings. The condition was not verified at the time of the site
visit.
Restroom fixtures appear to be undamaged and in good
working order. Floor mounted water closets (toilets) and wall
hung urinals are with manual flushometer valves. Lavatories
are wall hung with single cold water metered faucets.
Fixtures appear to be well maintained for operation. Heights
of fixtures are updated to meet ADA requirements.
Recommended Upgrades: Overall the building plumbing
systems appear to be operating as they are intended
for the current occupancy description. The following
recommendations are given: Install ADA seats as required.
Install trap protective covering on designated ADA
lavatories.
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B.6: Building ‘F’ and ‘F2’ Narrative
Building F is a child development center built in 1977.
Adjacent to it are two modular buildings known as F2, and
were added in the 1990s. Both F and F2 buildings are utilized
for the care of children while the parent is in class, and serve
as an instructional lab for the Child Development Program.

Facilities Master Plan
San Diego City College

Architecture
Building F has a mezzanine level which looks down over the
care areas. This provides an observation area, but without an
elevator, this area is not accessible. As a modular building,
F2 is raised above grade and requires ramps to get back
down to grade. The modulars are connected by an enclosed
passage, effectively doubling the interior space.
The location of the child care works well from the standpoint of
access. Parking is nearby, as are major roadways connecting
the child care to downtown and the freeways.
Structural
Building F is a 1-story wood structure with a small mezzanine
space that was built in 1977. The roof framing consists of
2x16 rafters. The lateral system consists of wood shearwalls.
The building is supported on spread footings. Building F2 is
a 1-story structure and appears to be two modular buildings
interconnected.
Mechanical
Existing Conditions: This building is conditioned by package
units located on the roof. The adjacent trailer also used for
classrooms was cooled by (2) heat pumps. They are mounted
at each end of the trailer, each serving half of the trailer. The
units appeared to be in good condition and are probably
around 5 or 6-years old. Both buildings had programmable
thermostats, and were controlled locally. Neither of these
building is connected to the campus control system.
Electrical
Existing Conditions: The main service to building F is by one
208Y/120V, 3P, 4W, 225A load center (Square D).
General lighting is by 2’x4’ lensed fluorescent fixtures. All
lighting appeared in good condition.
Fire alarm detection and annunciation is by smoke detectors
and horn/strobes. Several of the devices are surface mounted
with exposed conduit
Recommended Upgrades: A cursory inspection of this
building indicates the lighting system is old and has
exceeded the NEMA recommended lifespan. In addition,
the existing layout may not meet current IESNA lighting level
recommendations. Upgrades to interior and exterior site
lighting are recommended.
Existing Conditions: The main service to building F2 by
one 208Y/120V, 3P, 4W, 225A load center (Square D). It
is located adjacent to the telecommunications backboard in
the electrical closet
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General lighting is by recessed
2’x4’ lensed, surfacemounted 2’x4’ modular and 1’x4’ lensed fluorescent fixtures.
All lamps are T8 with electronic ballasts. Miscellaneous
pendant mounted incandescent fixtures were also observed.
Exit signage is LED type.
Fire alarm detection and annunciation is by smoke detectors
and horn/strobes. Several of the devices are surface mounted
with exposed conduit. The building fire alarm control panel
could not be verified during this site visit.
Recommended Upgrades: A cursory inspection of the systems
does not indicate any recommended upgrades at this time.
Plumbing
Existing Conditions: Building F is served with potable cold
and hot water for all domestic fixtures. The facility is provided
with an industrial grade dishwasher and a domestic clothes
washer/ dryer unit. Hot water is generated by storage type
water heaters. The condition was not verified at the time
of the site visit. The cold and hot water piping within the
building is of copper pipe and fittings with soldered joints.
Hot water piping is insulated. Shut off valves are installed
for cold and/or hot water at all restrooms. The visible piping
appears to be in good working condition. No wet or dry pipe
fire sprinkler system exists for this building.
A building of this vintage typically has interior sanitary
sewer/vent and storm drainage systems of cast iron pipe and
fittings. The condition was not verified at the time of the site
visit.
Natural gas is routed to the existing domestic water heater.
The condition was not verified at the time of the site visit. The
gas piping is typically steel pipe and fittings with threaded
and welded joints.
Restroom fixtures appear to be undamaged and in good
working order. Floor mounted water closets (toilets) are
with manual flushometer valves. Lavatories are wall hung
with single cold water metered faucets. Countertop sinks for
children use are provided with electronic sensor activated
mixed temperature water faucets. Fixtures appear to be well
maintained for operation. Heights of fixtures are updated to
meet ADA requirements.
Recommended Upgrades: Overall the building plumbing
systems appear to be operating as they are intended
for the current occupancy description. The following
recommendations are given: Install ADA seats as required.
Install trap protective covering on designated ADA
lavatories.
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Existing Conditions: Building F2 is served with potable cold
and hot water for all domestic fixtures. The facility is provided
with a residential grade dishwasher. Hot water is available
in the building.
The cold and hot water piping within the building is of copper
pipe and fittings with soldered joints. Hot water piping is
insulated. Shut off valves are installed for cold and/or hot
water at all restrooms. The visible piping appears to be in
good working condition. No wet or dry pipe fire sprinkler
system exists for this building. This condition was not verified
at the time of the site visit.
A building of this type typically has sanitary sewer/vent and
storm drain systems of plastic drain pipe and fittings.
Restroom fixtures appear to be undamaged and in good
working order. Floor mounted water closets (toilets) are
with manual flushometer valves. Lavatories are wall hung
with single cold water metered faucets. Countertop sinks for
children use are provided with electronic sensor activated
mixed temperature water faucets. Fixtures appear to be well
maintained for operation. Heights of fixtures are updated to
meet ADA requirements.
Recommended Upgrades: Overall the building plumbing
systems appear to be operating as they are intended
for the current occupancy description. The following
recommendations are given: Install ADA seats as required.
Install trap protective covering on designated ADA
lavatories.
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B.6: Building ‘H’ Narrative
Building H was built in 1974. This building contains ten
Racquetball courts with a storage shed attached to the
exterior. Some of the courts are used for storage.
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Architecture
The building is a large concrete mass, with no windows or
openings except for the ends of the double-loaded corridor
running the length of the building. The building is currently
used for racquetball classes, public use, and some program
storage. The second story corridor serves as a viewing area,
as it looks down into each of the ten courts.
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B.7: Building ‘J’ Narrative
Building J is a joint-use parking garage serving both Garfield
High School and City College. It was built in 1996 and
contains 416 stalls. 57 of stalls are utilized by Garfield until
4:30 pm, and 30 are utilized by Garfield after 4:30 pm.

Structural
Building H is a 2-story structure built in 1974. The structural
framing consists of a wood roof conventional joist framing
system supported on concrete tilt-up bearing and shear walls.
The building is supported on spread footings.
Mechanical
Existing Conditions: Access to the building was limited at the
time of the site walk, as it is presently packed with storage
items. It was noted that the power to this building was “off”.
There is no know mechanical equipment in this building.
Electrical
Existing Conditions: Access to the building was limited at the
time of the site walk, as it is presently packed with storage
items. It was noted that the power to this building was
“off.”
Plumbing
Existing Conditions: It is expected that storm water drains are
in place to serve the roof; none were witnessed at the time of
the observation. The building was not accessible at the time
of the site visit.
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Architecture
The parking garage is well-situated to handle the students
driving in off B street. Located near the freeway edge of the
campus, the parking garage is the only high density parking
area on City College.
Structural
Building J is a 2-story concrete structure built in 1996. The
floor and roof framing consist of precast double tee supported
on precast beams. The lateral resisting system is concrete
shear walls. The building is supported on spread footings.
Mechanical
Existing Conditions: There is no mechanical systems
conditioning or exhausting the parking garage because
there is enough free open area at the perimeter walls to
allow natural ventilation.
Electrical
Existing Conditions: The service entrance to this building
could not be verified because the room was locked.
Lighting is by high-pressure sodium metal halide surface
mounted fixtures.
Fire alarm annunciation is by strobe only (no horns). Evidence
of smoke detection and fire alarm control panel could.
Plumbing
Existing Conditions: A wet pipe fire sprinkler system exists
for this building. It is expected that storm water drains are
in place to serve upper levels; none were witnessed at the
time of the observation. Overall the building plumbing
systems appear to be operating as they are intended for
the current occupancy description. No plumbing upgrade
recommendations.
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B.8: Building ‘L’ Narrative
Originally the City College Library, Building L was built
in 1968. As of the time of our walk, the building was still
transitioning from a library and classroom building, to
a classroom and office building for temporary use by the
Continuing Education Program.
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Architecture
This building is equipped with an elevator, and is utilized as
an accessible connection from the “upper” campus to the
“lower” campus. The building width is ideal for the exterior
balcony circulation plan type. Built similarly to Building C, it
flanks B street though it does not engage the ground level
at all due to the grade changes. The lower level is a central
plant, and it is unfortunately adjacent to one of the primary
pedestrian routes into the campus, as many students park
in either Lot 1, 2, or 3 (also known as J). The lower level
is not a friendly pedestrian experience due to the central
plant equipment grade change, and lack of activity at this
circulation path.
Structural
Building L is a 2-story structure with a partial basement level.
The roof and floor framing consist of concrete joists and
beams. Concrete shear walls are resisting the lateral forces.
The structure is supported on spread footings.
Mechanical
Existing Conditions: This building houses the campus central
plant containing (2) gas fired boilers (B-1, B-2), (1) electric
chiller located on the lower level, adjacent to the boiler room
(CH-2), (1) gas chiller located directly east of the Building “L”
and one air cooled electric chiller also located directly east
of the building. There is (1) cooling tower used for CH-2,
which is located between Building “L” and Building “T”. CH2 appears to be very old and is probably at the end of its
useful life. The boilers are located on the lower level of the
building. Both boilers appear to be very old and at the end
of their anticipated useful lives. The building also provides
classroom and administration uses and is served by (2)
Variable Air Volume (VAV) air handlers located on the roof.
The air handlers appear to be in good condition and use
CHW from the central plant, located on the lower floor. This
building is connected to the central campus controls network
and is tied into the main office computer in Mission Valley.
Electrical
Existing Conditions: One 500 kVA, 12kV-480Y/277V
and one 1000 kVA, 12kV-480Y/277V service-entrance
transformer serve the building service entrance via one 15 kV
load interrupt switch (Federal Pacific). The service entrance
size could not be verified during time of site visit because the
room was locked.
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and annunciation is by smoke detectors and horn/strobes.
Presence of a fire alarm control panel was not readily
apparent during site visit.
Recommended Upgrades: A cursory inspection of this
building indicates the power, lighting and fire alarm systems
are old and have exceeded the NEMA recommended
lifespan. Imminent component failure should be anticipated.
Additional field investigation may confirm a need for an
overall system replacement or upgrade.
Plumbing
Existing Conditions: The building is served with potable water
for all domestic fixtures. Domestic hot water is provided to
faculty / staff toilet room lavatories and to janitorial and
faculty / staff sinks. Hot water is not provided to public toilet
room lavatories. The cold and hot water piping within the
building is of copper pipe and fittings with soldered joints.
Hot water piping is insulated. Shut off valves are installed
for cold and/or hot water at all restrooms. The visible piping
appears to be in good working condition. No wet or dry pipe
fire sprinkler system exists for this building.
A building of this vintage typically has interior sanitary
sewer/vent and storm drainage systems of cast iron pipe and
fittings. The condition was not verified at the time of the site
visit.
Natural gas is delivered to HVAC heating hot water boilers.
The Campus Central Plant is located in the basement of the
Library. The gas piping is steel pipe and fittings with threaded
and welded joints. The visible gas piping appears to be in
good working condition.
Restroom fixtures appear to be undamaged and in good
working order. Water closets (toilets) and urinals are wall
hung fixtures with manual flushometer valves. Lavatories are
wall hung with single cold water metered faucets. Fixtures
appear to be well maintained for operation. Heights of
fixtures are updated to meet ADA requirements.
Recommended Upgrades: Overall the building plumbing
systems appear to be operating as they are intended
for the current occupancy description. The following
recommendations are given: Install ADA seats as required.
Install trap protective covering on designated ADA
lavatories.

General lighting is a mixture of recessed 2’x4’ lensed and
surface-mounted 1’x4’ fluorescent fixtures. Most fixtures
appear old and in bad condition. Lighting in utility areas is
by 4’ fluorescent strips with wireguard Fire alarm detection
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B.9: Building ‘M’ Narrative
Building M still serves its original purpose as a Math-Science
classroom building. Built in 1974, this building is
Gorton Quad’s southern edge, and also a key definer of the
campus edge along B street.

Architecture
Narrower than the L or C Buildings, the M building has
classrooms along the B street balcony, with support spaces
along the north. The narrow floor plate is not very efficient as
a classroom building, but it is a highly utilized building. The
gardeners services area in the basement is overflowing with
equipment, and the laboratory equipment has not received
updates since it was built.
Structural
Building M is a 2-story structure with a partial basement level.
The structure was built in 1974. The roof and floor framing
consist of concrete joists and beams. The lateral support is
provided by reinforced concrete shear walls. The structure is
supported on a drilled pier foundation system.
Mechanical
Existing Conditions: This building is conditioned by (1) VAV
air handler with terminal reheat for each zone. The unit is
located on the lower level of the building. The air handler is
newer, in good condition and uses chilled and hot water from
the central plant. There is a HHW distribution pump for this
building. This building is connected to the central campus
controls network and is tied into the main office computer in
Mission Valley.
Electrical
Existing Conditions: One 750 kVA, 12kV-480Y/277V
service entrance transformer provides power to the 1200A,
480Y/120V building main switchboard (GE). Most branch
and distribution panels appear to be old.
General lighting is by recessed 2’x4’ lensed fluorescent
troffers. Lamps are T12’s and most lenses were discolored
with age. Switching is by motion sensor and snap switches.
Back of house areas are by 4’ fluorescent strips with
wireguards. All fixtures appear to be in bad condition.
Fire alarm detection and annunciation is by smoke detectors
and horn/strobes. The building fire alarm control and
annunciation panels are by Gamewell.
Recommended Upgrades: A cursory inspection of this
building indicates the power, lighting and fire alarm systems
are old and have exceeded the NEMA recommended
lifespan. Imminent component failure should be anticipated.
Additional field investigation may confirm a need for an
overall system replacement or upgrade.
Plumbing
Existing Conditions: The building is served with potable water
for all domestic fixtures. Domestic hot water is provided
to science lab sink fixtures and to janitorial and faculty /
staff sinks. Hot water is not provided to public toilet room
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lavatories. Hot water is generated by storage type water
heaters. The cold and hot water piping within the building
is of copper pipe and fittings with soldered joints. Hot water
piping is insulated. Shut off valves are installed for cold and/
or hot water at all restrooms. The visible piping appears to
be in good working condition. Science lab sinks are each
provided with one Deionized water faucet. The Deionized
water piping system is served from an in-line exchange bottle
system by U.S. Filter. No wet or dry pipe fire sprinkler system
exists for this building.
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B.10: Building ‘P1’ Narrative
This P Building has been the City College Gymnasium since
it was built in 1964. Recently, a new gymnasium project
was commissioned and this gymnasium will be utilized for
ancillary athletics such as dance and aerobics. The locker
rooms will be renovated and shared with the new facility.

A building of this vintage typically has interior sanitary
sewer/vent and storm drainage systems of cast iron pipe and
fittings. The condition was not verified at the time of the site
visit.
Natural gas serves this building. It is believed to be routed
to the existing domestic water heaters. The condition was not
verified at the time of the site visit. The gas piping is typically
steel pipe and fittings with threaded and welded joints.
Restroom fixtures appear to be undamaged and in good
working order. Floor mounted water closets (toilets) and wall
hung urinals are with manual flushometer valves. Lavatories
are wall hung with single cold water metered faucets.
Fixtures appear to be well maintained for operation. Heights
of fixtures are updated to meet ADA requirements.
Recommended Upgrades: Overall the building plumbing
systems appear to be operating as they are intended
for the current occupancy description. The following
recommendations are given: Install ADA seats as required.
Install trap protective covering on designated ADA
lavatories.
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Structural
Building P is a 2-story structure with a high ceiling over the
gymnasium built in 1964. The second floor framing consists
of concrete slab and beams. The roof framing over the
gymnasium is concrete slab over long span precast beams,
and the remaining portion of roof framing consists of a
concrete slab and beams. Reinforced concrete shearwalls
are resisting the lateral forces. The structure is supported
on a combination of spread footings and drilled pier
foundations.
Mechanical
Existing Conditions: This facility is heated with hot water
radiant heaters. At the time of the visit, the building had
no power, so we were unable to tour the facility extensively.
However, it appears that cooling of the gymnasium is
provided through natural ventilation utilizing the louvers on
each end of the room. The building did not appear to have
any mechanical cooling, and this building is not connected
to the central campus controls network.
Electrical
Existing Conditions: Power to this building was “off” which
impeded the inspection due to lack of light. Distribution to this
building is by one 120/240V, 600A, 3P, 4W (G.E.) distribution
board. Service entrance cabling (surface mounted) was
being revised by workmen at time of inspection.
Lighting is by 2’x4’ pendant-mounted fluorescents with wraparound lens.
Plumbing
Existing Conditions: The building is served with potable cold
and hot water for all domestic fixtures. The cold and hot water
piping within the building is of copper pipe and fittings with
soldered joints. Hot water piping is insulated. Shut off valves
are installed for cold and/or hot water at all restrooms. The
visible piping appears to be in good working condition. A
wet pipe fire sprinkler system exists for this building.
A building of this vintage typically has interior sanitary
sewer/vent and storm drainage systems of cast iron pipe and
fittings. The condition was not verified at the time of the site
visit.
Natural gas is delivered to the building. It is believed to be
routed to the existing domestic water heater and to HVAC
heating hot water boilers. This was not verified at the time of
the site visit due to a power outage and lack of access to the
room. The gas piping is typically steel pipe and fittings with
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threaded and welded joints.
Restroom fixtures appear to be undamaged and in working
order however the restrooms are in cosmetically poor
condition. Heights of fixtures are updated to meet ADA
requirements.
Recommended Upgrades: Overall the building plumbing
systems appear to be operating as they are intended
for the current occupancy description. The following
recommendations are given: Upgrade all toilets with new
open front seats. Install ADA seats as required. Install trap
protective covering on designated ADA lavatories.
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B.11: Building ‘P2’ Narrative
The Super Aerobic Training Facility is a weight training and
cardio-vascular fitness center built in 1990.
Architecture
A single-story building, the Super Aerobic Training Facility
has a 2800 square foot open area dedicated to fitness
equipment, with two support cores separated by the building
entry. The open layout allows for flexibility in space planning
the fitness equipment, but there are not enough fixtures in
the restrooms to adequately serve times of high utilization.
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Architecture
The Super Aerobic Training Facility is a weight training and
cardio-vasucular fitness center buildin 1990. This single
story building has a 2800 square foot open area dedicated
to fitness equipment, with two support cores separated by the
building entry. The open layout allows for flexibility in space
planning the fitness equipment, but there are not enough
fixtures in the restorooms to adequately servetimes of high
utilization.
Structural
The roof is framed with pre-engineered TJH open web wood
trusses. The lateral resisting system is provided by wood
shear walls. The structure is supported on spread footings.
Mechanical
Existing Conditions: This facility is conditioned using (2) gas/
electric package units located on the roof of the building. Both
units appear to be in good condition. The thermostats for
the units are programmable. This building is not connected
to the central campus controls network.
Electrical
Existing Conditions: Power to this building was “off”. It
was observed that the main electrical room is also used as
telephone main point of entry, and storage. Service entrance
voltage is 208Y/120V, 3P, 4W. The service entrance Ampacity
could not be verified because the panel board was locked.
Lighting is by recessed 2’x4’ fluorescent parabolic troffers
with gold louvers.
Fire alarm detection and annunciation is by smoke detectors
and horn/strobes. The fire alarm control panel is located in
the main electrical room. All systems appear in good order.
Plumbing
Existing Conditions: The building is served with potable water
for all domestic fixtures. Domestic hot water is provided to
faculty / staff toilet room lavatories and to janitorial and
faculty / staff sinks. The cold and hot water piping within the
building is of copper pipe and fittings with soldered joints.
Hot water piping is insulated. Shut off valves are installed
for cold and/or hot water at all restrooms. The visible piping
appears to be in good working condition. The building
appears to be served by a water heater. No wet or dry pipe
fire sprinkler system exists for this building.
A building of this vintage typically has interior sanitary
sewer/vent and storm drainage systems of cast iron pipe and
fittings. The condition was not verified at the time of the site
visit.
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Natural gas is routed to the existing domestic water heater.
The condition was not verified at the time of the site visit.
The gas piping is typically steel pipe and fittings with threaded
and welded joints.
Restroom fixtures appear to be undamaged and in good
working order. Water closets (toilets) and urinals are wall
hung fixtures with manual flushometer valves. Lavatories are
wall hung with single cold water metered faucets. Fixtures
appear to be well maintained for operation.
Recommended Upgrades: Overall the building plumbing
systems appear to be operating as they are intended
for the current occupancy description. The following
recommendations are given: Install ADA seats as required.
Install trap protective covering on designated ADA
lavatories
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B.12: Building ‘PFH’ Narrative
The Physical Education Field House is a small storage near
the athletic fields which also contains the only restrooms
near the fields.
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Architecture
The Gardener storage areas of the field house appear
inadequate to serve the athletic fields. Much of the equipment
is force-fit into the spaces. The doors appear to be in poor
condition, and graffiti was noted on the side of the building
indicating that this area may need additional site lighting
and/or observation during off-hours.
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Recommended Upgrades: Overall the building plumbing
systems appear to be operating as they are intended
for the current occupancy description. The following
recommendations are given: Install ADA seats as required.
Install trap protective covering on designated ADA
lavatories.

Structural
This is a 1-story wood structure with wood shear walls and a
monolithic slab foundation.
Mechanical
Existing Conditions: This facility has restrooms which are
ventilated by exhaust fans located on the roof of the building.
The other spaces appear to have louvers in the door for
natural ventilation. This building is not connected to the
central campus controls network.
Electrical
Existing Conditions: The service entrance to this building is
by one 240/120V, 100A load center. General lighting is by
1’x4’ surface mounted fluorescents with wraps-around lens.
Presence of a fire alarm system was not readily apparent
during site visit.
Recommended Upgrades: A cursory inspection of this
building indicates the power & lighting systems are old and
have exceeded the NEMA recommended lifespan. Imminent
component failure and regular maintenance should be
anticipated.
Plumbing
Existing Conditions: The building is served with potable
water for all domestic fixtures. Hot water is not provided to
public toilet room lavatories. The cold water piping within the
building is of copper pipe and fittings with soldered joints.
The visible piping appears to be in good working condition.
No wet or dry pipe fire system exists for this building.
A building of this vintage typically has interior sanitary
sewer/vent and storm drainage systems of cast iron pipe and
fittings. The condition was not verified at the time of the site
visit.
Restroom fixtures appear to be undamaged and in good
working order. Floor mounted water closets (toilets) and wall
hung urinals are with manual flushometer valves. Lavatories
are wall hung with single cold water metered faucets.
Fixtures appear to be well maintained for operation. Heights
of fixtures are updated to meet ADA requirements.
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B.13: Existing Building ‘R’ Narrative
Building R is one of the newest buildings on campus, and is
known as the Learning Resource Center. All of Building L’s
Library functions have moved over here.

Architecture
This building is at a highly visible location at the corner of Park
Boulevard and C Street. Originally designed to have multiple
parking levels, only a single level was actually built, and a
large concrete plinth greets C Street. This edge is becoming
ever more important due to the downtown baseball park’s
traffic patterns.
Structural
Building R is a 3-story steel structure built in 1999. The
ground floor is partially occupied by an area that appears
to be used as a parking garage, however, it is not permitted
for parking. The floor and roof framing consist of concrete
fill over composite metal deck and composite steel beams.
The lateral resisting system is a combination of steel braced
frames and moment frames. The structure is supported
over a combination of spread footings and drilled pier
foundations.
Mechanical
Existing Conditions: This building is conditioned by (2) VAV
with terminal reheat air handlers, (2) air cooled chillers and
(2) boilers, all located on the ground floor of the building.
Since this building is new, all equipment appears to be in
good condition. This building is connected to the central
campus controls network and is tied into the main office
computer in Mission Valley.
Electrical
Existing Conditions: One 2000A at 480Y/277V, 3P, 4W main
service switchboard distributes 208Y/120V, 3P, 4W branch
distribution via one 600A, 480Y/277, 3P, 4W distribution
panel and one 150kVa XFMR (all Cutler Hammer). The main
electrical room was has a raised floor system. One satellite
electric room was also observed.
General lighting is a mixture recessed
2’x4’ lensed
fluorescent troffers, pendant-mounted tubular down lights
and indirect linear pendants. Lighting in utility rooms is by
fluorescent strips with wire guards. Lamps appear to be T-8
with electronic ballasts. Lighting control in general areas is
by combination motion sensor/snap switches.
Fire alarm detection and annunciation is by smoke detectors
and horn/strobes. The building fire alarm control panel
(Edwards) was observed in the main electrical room.
Recommended Upgrades: A cursory inspection of the systems
does not indicate any recommended upgrades at this time.
Plumbing
Existing Conditions: The building is served with potable water
for all domestic fixtures. Domestic hot water is provided to
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faculty / staff toilet room lavatories and to janitorial and
faculty / staff sinks. Hot water is not provided to public toilet
room lavatories. The cold and hot water piping within the
building is of copper pipe and fittings with soldered joints.
Hot water piping is insulated. Shut off valves are installed
for cold and/or hot water at all restrooms. The visible piping
appears to be in good working condition. A wet pipe fire
sprinkler system exists for this building.
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B14: Building ‘S’ Narrative
The S building was originally built as a Student Services
Center in 1972. There is a grand lawn to the west, between
the S Building and C Building. Now too far removed from the
campus core, this area is under-utilized. The building now
houses the cosmetology program.

A building this new typically has interior sanitary sewer/vent
and storm drainage systems of cast iron pipe and fittings.
Natural gas is routed to the existing domestic water heaters.
The gas piping is steel pipe and fittings with threaded joints.
The visible gas piping appears to be in good working
condition.
Restroom fixtures appear to be undamaged and in good
working order. Water closets (toilets) and urinals are wall
hung fixtures with manual flushometer valves. Lavatories are
wall hung with single cold water metered faucets. Fixtures
appear to be well maintained for operation. Heights of
fixtures are updated to meet ADA requirements.
Recommended Upgrades: Overall the building plumbing
systems appear to be operating as they are intended for
the current occupancy description. No plumbing upgrade
recommendations.
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Architecture
The building was extensively remodeled to convert it into a
cosmetology school, and many of the spaces seem to be
shoe-horned into a less-than-ideal footprint.
Structural
Building S is a 1-story wood structure. The roof framing
system consists of pre-engineered wood trusses and
conventional joists. The lateral resisting system consists of
wood shear walls.
Mechanical
Existing Conditions: This building is conditioned by (4) rooftop
mounted package heat pumps with local programmable
thermostats. During our visit there was no roof access, so
the condition of the units is unknown at this time. However
it is our understanding that this building will be demolished
in the near future to make room for another facility. This
building is not connected to the central campus controls
network.
Electrical
Existing Conditions: One 800A, 208Y/120V 3P, 4W service
entrance switchboard (Siemens) distributes branch power to
the building. The SDG&E transformer is located adjacent to
building.
General lighting is by 2’x4’ lensed and pendant-mounted
indirect linear fluorescent fixtures. All lighting appeared in
good condition.
Fire alarm detection and annunciation is by smoke detectors
and horn/strobes. The building fire alarm control panel
could not be verified during this site visit.
Recommended Upgrades: A cursory inspection of this
building indicates the power system is old and has NEMA
recommended lifespan. Imminent component failure should
be anticipated, and an overall system replacement may be
required.
Plumbing
Existing Conditions: The building is served with potable water
for all domestic fixtures. Domestic hot water is provided to
faculty / staff toilet room lavatories and to janitorial and
faculty / staff sinks. Hot water is generated by storage type
water heaters. The condition was not verified at the time of
the site visit. Hot water is not provided to public toilet room
lavatories. The cold and hot water piping within the building
is of copper pipe and fittings with soldered joints. Hot water
piping is insulated. Shut off valves are installed for cold and/
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or hot water at all restrooms. The visible piping appears to be
in good working condition. No wet or dry pipe fire sprinkler
system exists for this building.
A building of this vintage typically has interior sanitary
sewer/vent and storm drainage systems of cast iron pipe and
fittings. The condition was not verified at the time of the site
visit.
Restroom fixtures and cosmetology sinks appear to be
undamaged and in good working order. Water closets
(toilets) and urinals are wall hung fixtures with manual
flushometer valves. Lavatories are wall hung with single cold
water metered faucets. Fixtures appear to be well maintained
for operation. Heights of fixtures are updated to meet ADA
requirements. However, the facilities are inadequate for the
number of students in the program
Recommended Upgrades: Overall the building plumbing
systems appear to be operating as they are intended
for the current occupancy description. The following
recommendations are given: Install ADA seats as required.
Install trap protective covering on designated ADA
lavatories.
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B.15: Building ‘T’ Narrative
The T Building is one of the oldest buildings on campus.
Built in 1955 as the Thatcher Building, it housed most of the
original offices \and classrooms. Now serving a variety of
functions, this building anchors the northeast corner of the
campus as an imposing three story building.
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Architecture
The roof was originally a parking lot, and the topping slab
is cracked and worn. Limited vehicles ascend to the roof
now, and there are many storage mechanical units on the
roof. The classrooms and offices are highly utilized, but have
many current fire and accessibility code violations due to
the “labyrinth-like” space plans. The building is too wide for
the types of functions it houses, and it requires secondary
internal corridors to access the interior spaces. The elevator
is beyond its intended life cycle, and is inadequate to serve
the numbers of students accessing the building. The façade
shade elements are bolted to the underside of the concrete
balconies, and many are rusted, spalled, and showing signs
of water infiltration and corrosion.
Structural
Building T is a 3-story concrete structure. The roof and floor
framing systems consist of two-way concrete flat slabs with
dropped panels.
The roof of the building has been used as a parking deck.
The lateral resisting system is provided by concrete frames.
The structure is supported by spread footings.
There were many cracks in the topping slab of the roof deck.
The condition of the waterproofing membrane and the roof
structural slab must be determined and repaired as needed
prior to replacing the topping slab.
The adequacy of the structural framing and lateral resisting
system needs to be investigated for any proposed additional
loads.
Mechanical
Existing Conditions: This building is conditioned by (10) fan
coils with zone reheat, (1) CAV air handler with terminal
hot water reheat located on the roof and (1) package heat
pump located on the roof. There are also numerous large
perimeter classrooms with hot water radiant heaters with only
operable windows for natural ventilation and cooling. There
are also fan coils and reheat coils are located throughout
the facility above the ceilings. The air handler and other
exhaust fans were located on the roof and were in poor
condition, probably close to the end of their expected useful
lives. The chilled and hot water for this building are provided
by the central plant located in Building “L”. This building is
connected to the central campus controls network and is tied
into the main office computer in Mission Valley.
Electrical
Existing Conditions: The service entrance transformer vaults
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serving this building are located at opposite ends; access
to one vault is through an office. The main electrical room
was locked and could not be accessed during the time of
the visit. One (tightly packed) satellite electrical room was
observed; a 300kVa transformer and controls is located in
a room which also serves as storage/office. Panelboards in
this room appear old (Westinghouse). Supply voltages to the
building include 480Y/277V, 240/120V and 208Y/120V.
Recessed panels were observed in rated corridors
General lighting is a mixture of recessed 2’x4’ lensed,
surface mounted 1’x4’ and 2’x4’ with wrap-around
lens, 2’x4’ parabolic and pendant mounted 2’x4’ lensed
fluorescent fixtures. Back of house lighting is mostly by 4’
and 8’ pendant mounted fluorescent strips. The lamps in the
2’x4’ lensed and parabolic troffers are T8’s with electronic
ballasts. T12 lamps were noted in some fixtures. Exit signs
were inconsistent in color (i.e., red letter on some green on
others).
Fire alarm detection and annunciation is by smoke detectors
and horn/strobes. Presence of a fire alarm control panel
was not readily apparent during site visit.
Recommended Upgrades: A cursory inspection of this
building indicates the power, lighting and fire alarm systems
are old and have exceeded the NEMA recommended
lifespan. Imminent component failure should be anticipated.
Additional field investigation may confirm a need for an
overall system replacement or upgrade.
Plumbing
Existing Conditions: The building is served with potable water
for all domestic fixtures. Domestic hot water is provided to
faculty / staff toilet room lavatories and to janitorial and
faculty / staff sinks. Hot water is generated by storage type
water heaters. Hot water is not provided to public toilet room
lavatories. The cold and hot water piping within the building
is of copper pipe and fittings with soldered joints. Hot water
piping is insulated. Shut off valves are installed for cold and/
or hot water at all restrooms. The visible piping appears to be
in good working condition. No wet or dry pipe fire sprinkler
system exists for this building.
A building of this vintage typically has interior sanitary
sewer/vent and storm drainage systems of cast iron pipe and
fittings. The condition was not verified at the time of the site
visit.
Natural gas is delivered to the building. It is believed to be
routed to the existing domestic water heaters located on the
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roof. The gas piping is steel pipe and fittings with threaded
and welded joints. The visible gas piping appears to be in
good working condition.
Restroom fixtures appear to be undamaged and in good
working order however, many are in cosmetically poor
condition. Water closets (toilets) are a combination of floor
and wall mounted fixtures and urinals are wall hung fixtures.
Toilets and urinals are furnished with manual flushometer
valves. Lavatories are wall hung with single cold water
metered faucets. Fixtures appear to be well maintained for
operation. Heights of fixtures are updated to meet ADA
requirements.
Recommended Upgrades: Overall the building plumbing
systems appear to be operating as they are intended
for the current occupancy description. The following
recommendations are given: Install ADA seats as required.
Install trap protective covering on designated ADA
lavatories.
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